Abstract-We derive a comprehensive coupled-mode theory, including resonant vertical emission effects, for the analysis of nonperiodic circular Bragg lasers. We derive the governing characteristic equation for such lasers, yielding the threshold gain level and the resonance frequency. By reducing the threshold gain and maximizing the ratio of "useful signal" to the power leakage, we find optimum conditions for vertically emitting circular Bragg micordisk lasers which indicate that low-threshold operation is possible.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the past few years, circular optical resonators have been receiving increasing attention, primarily because of their applications in optical communication systems [1] - [4] , cavity quantum electrodynamics [5] , and biochemical sensing [6] . Such resonators are becoming essential building blocks for future photonic devices and applications.
For many of these applications, both a high-quality factor (Q) and a small modal volume are desirable. The Q defined as the number of optical periods to decay by e −1 , is a figure of merit describing the energy storage capacity of the resonator. The modal volume, which characterizes the interaction region of photons and emitters, is of particular importance in the realization of compact low-threshold lasers in integrated optical systems.
In conventional circular resonators, employing the total internal reflection (TIR) mechanism for the confinement of light, achieving both high Q and small modal volume is difficult. Small modal volume requires small circumference and bending radius, which results in large power dissipation due to "bending loss" [7] , thus, decreasing the Q. This linkage can be broken by confining light using Bragg reflection [8] , [9] . Such devices, known as annular Bragg resonators (ABRs), are designed to confine the light in a central disk or in a radial defect region by radial Bragg reflection.
For the important application of optical resonators in laser devices, optimal light confinement is crucial for decreasing the lasing threshold [10] , [11] . Although optimal confinement can be achieved using a 3-D photonic bandgap structure, the fabrication of such structure is not simple and issues of in-and out-coupling are yet unsolved. In a 2-D geometry, an annular Bragg resonator can provide a complete 2-D feedback, and strongly localize the light in the predesigned region. In addition, the annular Bragg gratings can also serve as an output coupler to diffract the light out of the plane via first-order diffraction, producing a circular laser beam with narrow divergence. The properties of passive ABR structures have been studied theoretically [9] , yielding the optimal Bragg layer structure for high Q and small modal volume. Recently, we have realized ABR-based lasers in InGaAsP semiconductor materials [12] exhibiting low threshold [13] and small modal volume [11] . However, a comprehensive theoretical analysis of active ABRs (i.e., lasers) and optimization of their threshold level and efficiency are yet to be done.
In this paper, we analyze theoretically the threshold levels and modal properties of circular Bragg lasers employing mixedorder Bragg gratings to achieve both confinement and efficient vertical emission [9] . The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive the coupled-mode theory. In Section III, we apply the coupled-mode theory to the analysis of circular Bragg microdisk lasers. In Section IV, we present the numerical results, based on which we suggest an optimal design for the microdisk lasers, and in Section V we present the conclusions.
II. BASIC FORMULATION BY COUPLED-MODE THEORY
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a microdisk Bragg resonator consists of a central disk of dielectric material surrounded by radial perturbation of Bragg gratings. In such a structure, the electromagnetic fields can be categorized into TE and TM polarizations. When the perturbation ∆n 2 (ρ, z) is scalar, it does not couple the orthogonal polarizations and, therefore, each case can be analyzed separately. Thus, in our analysis, we focus on the TE-polarized field while the analysis of the TM polarization is similar. All the field components can be obtained from the z-component of the electric field satisfying the Helmholtz equation
where
is the wave number in vacuum.
For an azimuthally propagating electromagnetic mode, the azimuthal dependence can be separated and the E z can be expressed as
Within the perturbed region, the dielectric constant includes an additional term n 2 (ρ, z) = ε r (z) + iε i (z) + ∆ε(ρ, z). In [8] , we showed that for optimal field confinement, the perturbation ∆ε(ρ, z) could be expanded in Hankel-phased plane-wave series. Assuming small perturbations, we keep only the first two terms in the expansion (since |ε i (z)| ε r (z), we consider only index modulation).
is the normalized frequency detuning factor, representing the relative frequency shift from the optimal coupling design implying that β design ρ = x(1 + δ). For simplicity, we approximate H [8] . Note that, we have intentionally dropped the zeroth order term from (8) because it can be incorporated into the unperturbed part of ε r (z). In addition, it should be noted that the coefficients a l (z) are nonvanishing only for z located in the grating layers. These coefficients are directly related to the radiation coupling between in-plane waves and the vertically radiating waves, and to the feedback coupling between the outgoing and the incoming in-plane waves.
To account for the vertically radiating fields, we introduce an
The tildes on the field amplitudes are used to distinguish them from those in (7) . We assume that the radiating field ∆E(x, z) has an exp(±ik 0 z) dependence on z in free space, i.e.
Substituting (9a) into (3) yields
Introducing (8) and (9b) into (11) and neglecting the second derivatives of A(x) and B(x) (slowly varying envelope approximation) leads to
Using the modal solution in the unperturbed region
and the approximations
for large x radius (see [8] ), we find that by inserting (13) and (14) into (12), we get
The right-hand side of (15) can be regarded as source terms that drive the outgoing and incoming waves on the left-hand side. From the phase match condition, both the source and wave must have close phase dependence. Grouping terms with the same kind of Hankel functions leads to a set of coupled equations in A(x), B(x), and ∆E(x, z) given by
Applying Green's function technique to (16c), ∆E can be expressed as
and the Green's function G(z, z ) satisfies the following
Equation (17) indicates that the radial dependence of the radiated field is similar to that of the in-plane field. Substituting (17) into (16a) and (16b), multiplying both sides by Z(z), and integrating over z eliminates the z dependence.
In the case of index grating, we can always choose a l such that a −l = a * l = a l , thus, we can define the normalization constant [14] 
the gain coefficient
the radiation coupling coefficient
and the feedback coupling coefficient
Note that g A , h 1 , and h 2 are dimensionless (already normalized by β).
Introducing these definitions, we get a set of evolution equations for the amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming waves in the resonator
The generic solution of (25) can be readily obtained as
Note that from (9) and (26), we may define, in analogy to the linear grating case, an effective radial propagation constantβ, such that iΦ[H (1) 
A real S indicates the existence of a bandgap in the dispersion relation, which reflects the waves in the grating region and allows the light to be confined in the central disk.
In the unperturbed region where ∆ε = 0, (16) is reduced to
whose solution is
III. CIRCULAR BRAGG MICRODISK LASERS
While the light in the microdisk laser illustrated in Fig. 1 is designed to be confined primarily in the central disk region, it is also coherently coupled in the vertical direction (out of the resonator) and emitted from the surface due to the first-order Bragg diffraction in the grating region. Although it might seem that this scattering is a loss mechanism, it must be emphasized that this portion of the light is our useful signal. To solve the mode profile and characteristic equation we set the following boundary conditions: 1) At the center of the disk x = 0, the total amplitude of each Fourier component of the field must be finite, requiring A(0) = B(0) = A. Therefore, the amplitudes and the electric field in the disk region are given by
2) At the exterior boundary x = x R , we assume that there is no incoming wave from x ≥ x R , and, therefore, we have B(x R ) = 0, which yields C 2 =
S−u+iδ
S+u−iδ exp(2Sx R )C 1 . The amplitudes and the electric field in the grating region are then given by (30) shown at the bottom of the page. 3) At the interface x = x 0 , both the field and its first-order derivative must be continuous (for the TE polarization)
and
Multiplying both the sides of (31) and (32) by Z(z), integrating them over z, and dividing (31) by (32) yields the following characteristic equation of the laser mode:
m (x 0 ).
is an eigenstate of vertical-mode equation, it can be shown by an argument similar to the orthogonality condition of the bound modes). Since (33) is a complex equation, its solution yields both the threshold gain g A and the frequency detuning δ. It should be noted that in the calculation of the threshold gain levels, we consider only the loss stemming from the finite Bragg reflectivity and the vertical radiation. Other loss mechanisms, such as free carrier absorption or random scattering, are not included in the derivation.
The power loss in a circular Bragg microdisk laser is composed of two contributions-the coherently scattered, vertically emitted light comprising our useful signal, and the transverse loss due to the finite radial length of the Bragg reflectors (see Fig. 1 ). Using the total energy stored in the resonator 
The integration regions are shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND THE OPTIMIZATION OF DESIGN PARAMETERS
We assume a circular Bragg laser with a layer structure as described in [12] , which was designed for 1.55-µm laser emission. For simplicity, we approximate the complicated layer structure by an effective index profile comprising of five layers: 1) lower cladding, n = 1.54; 2) first layer, n = 3.281 and thickness of 60.5 nm; 3) second layer (the active region), n = 3.4057 and thickness of 129 nm; 4) third layer, n = 3.281 and thickness of 60.5 nm, and 5) upper cladding, n = 1.54. Numerical calculations of the mode profile and the effective index of the approximated layer structure indicate negligible deviations from those of the exact one. However, unlike the structure described in [12] , we focus our analysis on the case of shallow gratings with an etch depth of ∼185 nm. For this structure, the vertical mode profile Z(z), the effective index n eff (4), and the Green's function (19) are numerically calculated.
We assume a rectangular grating profile with a Hankel-phased modulation (see [8] 
m (x)]) < α which can be expanded in Fourier series as 
Note that the expansion yields the following coefficients:
is the duty cycle of the Hankel-phase-modulated rectangular gratings. It should be emphasized that the duty cycle has a significant role in determining the coupling coefficients h 1 and h 2 . Fig. 3 depicts h 1 and h 2 as a function of d c for m = 0. Note that in general, h 1 is a complex number as already pointed out in [15] . Moreover, it has a relatively large imaginary part, which plays an important role in the coupled-mode equations (24). For example, when d c = 0.5, even though h 2 approaches zero, ν does not vanish because of the contribution from h 1 . Thus, despite the absence of h 2 , there is still a feedback. Since the coupling strength between the outgoing and incoming waves is related to the modulus of ν [16] , we expect a large feedback around the maximum of |ν|. Therefore, a judicious choice is d c = 0.25 because h 2 is maximal while Re(h 1 ) is not small and, thus, we expect to achieve a large ratio of useful signal to power leakage. Using (18), (20), (22), and (23), the coefficients are numerically calculated and found to be h 1 = 0.0072 + 0.0108i and h 2 = 0.0601.
It should be noted that we do not attempt to find the eigenmodes of a given laser structure, but rather search for the optimal laser structure exhibiting low lasing threshold and a large useful signal to power leakage ratio. In general, larger devices having more Bragg layers yield (arbitrarily) low threshold levels. Therefore, we predefine the overall size of the device, keeping the external boundary x R fixed and optimize the inner radius x 0 . We assume a typical device with a diameter of ∼ 20 µm (ρ R ≈ 10 µm), so, x R = βρ R = 2π/λ 0 × n eff × ρ R ≈ 2π/1.55 × 2.83 × 10 ≈ 120. Given a pair of x 0 and x R , we put them into (33), solve for all the allowed pairs of g A and δ, and then pick up amongst them the first lasing mode that has the smallest g A . Fig. 4 shows the threshold gain g A and the frequency detuning factor δ of the first lasing mode of the circular Bragg microdisk laser as a function of the inner radius x 0 . Fig. 5 depicts the normalized total optical loss and the ratio of useful signal to power leakage. Since the lasing threshold is directly related to the total loss of a resonator, by comparing Figs. 4 and 5, the threshold gain g A and the total optical loss L, though obtained in different ways, have a highly similar dependence on x 0 . Note that for x 0 between 25 and 90, the threshold gain remains below 5 × 10 −4 , which is an order of magnitude lower than that reported for conventional radial distributed feedback (DFB) lasers [17] . Fig. 5 also shows a peak of the ratio between the useful signal and the power leakage at x 0 = 45. The numerical results give that for x 0 = 45, the threshold gain g A of the first lasing mode is 4.16 × 10 −4 , which is within the low-threshold regime (see Fig. 4 ), thus, making it the desired (optimal) design. Actually, the maximal ratio of the laser emission to the internal loss at the optimal point x 0 = 45 is largely due to the minimal power leakage at that point, as shown in Fig. 6 , which displays the normalized radial profile of the in-plane electric fields for designs of different disk radii x 0 .
Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, we note that the threshold gain level g A and the total optical loss L remain low for 25 ≤ x 0 ≤ 90, but increase rapidly for smaller and larger x 0 . Similar trends were found for devices employing different duty cycles. These trends stem from the presetting of the overall size of the resonator x R . For large x 0 , there are fewer Bragg gratings in the external reflector and, consequently, its reflectivity is reduced leading to more power leakage. On the other hand, shorter grating region also reduces the emission from the surface, thus creating a tradeoff between the two sources of loss-vertical radiation and the periphery power leakage. This tradeoff results in an optimal x 0 which minimizes the total optical loss and the threshold gain level. Fig. 7 depicts the vertical radiation power, the leakage power, their sum and ratio, for d c = 0.5. The duty cycle of one half was chosen to attain h 2 = 0 such that the comparable real and imaginary parts of h 1 account respectively for the radiation coupling and feedback coupling. Since we always pick up the first lasing mode as the one with the lowest threshold gain, the discontinuity at x 0 = 25 stems from a switch of choosing the first lasing mode (as can be confirmed from the plot of frequency detuning factors).
V. CONCLUSION
We derived the coupled-mode equations for mixed order gratings in 3-D cylindrical coordinates including the impact of vertical radiation, and applied them to the analysis of circular Bragg microdisk lasers. We obtained the characteristic equation, the threshold gain levels and the resonance frequency detuning factors. We also found a direct relation between the total optical loss and the threshold gain, offering a powerful method for optimally designing the device structure. Reducing the threshold gain while maximizing the ratio of the laser radiation to the internal loss, we suggested an optimal design for the circular Bragg microdisk lasers. The theoretically obtained threshold gain level is more than an order of magnitude lower than that reported for conventional (periodic) radial DFB lasers.
